Linda Cruse has managed to accomplish something many
of us dream of, but few achieve.
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he has fused a passion for adventure, an explorer’s spirit and a deep desire to
make a difference to the lives of the remote communities she has come into
contact with, to launch a unique concept, aptly named Be the Change.
Be the Change takes very small groups of exceptionally successful individuals
– typically, people who have built large businesses, world leaders, global
influencers – to some of the remotest parts of the world where communities
struggle to either overcome natural or man-made disasters or to make the most
of their existing resources.
Be the Change leverages the intangible but very potent capital of leading
entrepreneurs’ vision, know-how and ability to identify income streams, with
Linda creating the bridge between entrepreneurs and the communities she has
“adopted”.
In one tsunami devastated area, she brought together, through sheer force of
her personality, a panel of entrepreneurs to come up with an alternative to the
largely destroyed tourist industry. The local community now makes a much
more substantial living exploiting the rubber tree crops in the hinterland of the
once thriving beach area.
Her ability to generate enthusiasm for the concept has put her in contact with
amazing people, many of whom undertake trips in Spartan conditions – trips
she organizes meticulously in advance. She is currently organizing a trip to
the Himalayas and another to the Amazon. These trips are quite possibly the
ultimate in terms of exploration travel – with a social conscience element
attached.

Linda Cruse

on philanthropy
without frontiers
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Orphans, Tibetan and Nepali nomad children who have been
tending yak since the time they could stand are given time to
play, to colour, to sing, to be children.

A man you cannot say no to he asked me to help and I did
...ten years later I still am.

HRH Prince of Wales visits a Tibetan Refugee Camp in Delhi. Placing incense behind the Princes
back to slightly mask the gut wrenching stench of the nearby river running in sewage, I welcomed
HRH The Prince of Wales to the Tibetan Refugee camp situated on the outskirts of Delhi. The
Princes mission to salute the Tibetan fledgling entrepreneurs I was working with, encouraging
them in their endeavours. The Princes compassion and empathy was absolute.
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David Arkless. Solve, teach and learn. Rubber tapping best
before dawn. A lucrative sustainable source of income.

‘I

originally met Linda after the first Asian tsunami, which
had claimed the lives of 20 people from our group.
She is a remarkable woman, all the more so as she
doesn’t have a background in development. What she does have,
though, is an amazing connectivity with local communities
and the ability to ignite a spark of inspiration when it comes to
sustainable intervention projects.
I have an active interest in and a passion for sustainable
development on both personal and corporate level.
The ManpowerGroup is a major supporter of organisations
that help put a stop to human trafficking and exploitation, and
charities that work with refugees. We have a clear responsibility
to help disadvantaged people and communities.
What drew me to Linda’s initiatives is my dissatisfaction with
short-term impact projects to help communities. At the heart of
her endeavours are long-term development plans run as

She really is the project
centre, a brilliant
networker and an
inspiration
a business – these plans help build every aspect of disasterstricken or poor communities - basic utilities, education,
cropping, etc.
Our recent trip to the Himalayas involved 4 individuals, two of
whom were corporate leaders and two entrepreneurs, all of us
passionate about sustainability.
Linda acts as a central co-ordinator for these trips, introducing
these individuals to one another, helping them interact virtually,
establishing contact with local communities, providing an initial
analysis of the project, organising meetings at the highest level
in the country we visit so that we can work in tandem with
governments, bearing in mind their own objectives.
She really is the project centre, a brilliant networker and an
inspiration.’
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Hundreds of thousands of people, many of them children, were left without
housing, work and means of subsistence when the 2004 Indian Ocean
earthquake struck.
Lady Tessa Brewer visited tsunami-ravaged Phucket with her husband, the
then Lord Mayor of London, in 2006 and got a first-hand insight of Linda
Cruse’s work.

She makes
things happen
and sees
them through,
leaving
a lasting
imprint on the
community.

Linda Cruse was there working on long-term solutions to alleviate the human
misery inflicted by the natural disaster.
Lady Tessa recalls Linda’s special way with both business people and the local
community and her formidable energy.
She was “bowled over by Linda’s magic” when connecting people in a bid to
find long-term solutions to the persistent economic and educational problems
still plaguing people’s lives two years after the tsunami.
Says Tessa Brewer:
“Linda is such a force for the good. She makes things happen and sees them
through, leaving a lasting imprint on the community.”

After 18 months of working with the devastated Thai communities in livelihood recovery, post-Asian tsunami of 2005 , I went to
say farewell to the fishermen. They led me onto the beach and to my amazement I saw a traditional long-tailed boat with my name
painted on the side. After drying my tears I read the inscription painted inside the boat ‘love you’. A gesture with value beyond
measure.

Be The Change, A Call to Arms
The Initiative
The Academy works with business leaders
worldwide. It facilitates innovative crosssector collaboration and strategic alliances for
sustainable economic and social uplift. It assists
field-based charitable organizations to solve
challenging real-life problems in some of the
poorest and most marginalized communities
in third world locations by using a ‘hand up’
business-led approach.

On the Afghan Pakistan border the fastest
selling commodity appeared to be coffins.
In fact it was the only choice.

Be The Change Academy has evolved from Linda
Cruse’s extensive experience and insight gained as
a frontline aid worker – spanning a period of 12
years, 16 countries and 3 continents.
Her experience has helped not only thousands
of people living in the most challenging
circumstances but also hundreds of leaders and
entrepreneurs to step out of their comfort zone
and achieve extraordinary results for themselves
as well as for others.
Each problem-solving team consists of between
four and six individuals with an appropriate mix
of talents. Each assignment is contained within a
3 month period. This can be extended depending
on the group’s desires and the needs of the
community.

A look, a glance that takes you straight into the depth of her soul. On the border of
Pakistan and Afghanistan - on the knife edge of life ...

Burma Locked in no mans land, can't go home, not
welcome in their host country. Karen refugees wait for
a breakthrough in their situation. With a hand up not
a hand out approach market opportunities are found,
growing flowers to sell at weddings, birthdays and
funerals. Dignity and self esteem through work the
most sustainable solution.

Against all odds I managed to reach Northern Sindh in Pakistan to report back on the
situation after a natural disaster, a powerful cyclone and flood. The devastation was
huge. Women and children displaced, fleeing or slumped exposed in temperatures of 50
degrees. Taking photos as evidence I rushed back to Parliament in Islamabad, to the Head
of Emergency Relief. Helicopters were mobilized and aid brought in.
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Slowly and quietly the Tibetan caravan moves, a bridge not an option it plunges into a raging river before scaling
a steep slope.Our quest a nomad group to share three simple health messages proven to save a baby’s life.

The women of the Masai Mara tribe in Kenya cannot believe their ears ... polyandry, more than one husband? ...
Sisters across the waters ...they try to imagine life with four husbands in the high Himalayas of Tibet.

Colourful charming characters encountered crossing vast areas of arid countryside, loaded down and on their way home.
Northern Pakistan.
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High in the Himalayas on my way to visit nomadic Tibetan camps. An encounter with a yak herder with eyes that
told a thousand tales and held the wisdom of generations.

Ploy, the little girl, has HIV AIDS. Her relatives ask for
cash for her drugs. We help them create a small business
selling petrol and oil. They can buy their own medicine.
Smiles, independence, dignity.

Always there is time to have fun. The Kailash tribe in
Pakistan made sure of that.

Getting involved. Medical
students brave high altitudes
and extremely basic living
conditions to share life saving
health messages. Grandfathers
always keenest to learn.

The more we think creatively, the more we can produce ideas that
can have a huge impact. Supported by Everton Football Team and
Thai Beverage, a football league was started in the worst hit tsunami
areas in Thailand. It gave the children a different focus, it was fun and
physical. It started a healing process, resulting in smiles, deeply buried
under the grief.
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An ever increasing maze of land mines, false limbs were
in high demand on the Burmese border refugee camps.
Refugees creating their own customised prosthesis.

Listening to local farmers. Travelling alone, exposed and vulnerable the surprised potentially hostile locals
realized my only motive was to listen to their problems and see how I could mobilize help. I needed to sit
with them, to wear their moccasins to be able to begin to understand their issues. We returned with the
most appropriate teams who by sharing simple animal care messages were able to increase the buffalo milk
yield by threefold within weeks. the beginning of the empowerment of change to the community.

Throwing paper wind- horses ( Tibet). A ritual, a custom delivered with enthusiasm. the highest mountain
point crossed and the Gods must be thanked! Tso tso tso lhasa lho!

